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New Media For 
Consideration

• Location- Based Media

• QR Codes  



Location-Based Media

A location-based service, or LBS, is any information, 
entertainment, or social media service that is available on a 
mobile device, and makes use of geographical position. Position is 
determined by GPS, A-GPS, or Wi-Fi/ce
ll tower triangulation. (Zahradnik, 2011)



Implementation

"   The nature of the travel industry requires 
the traveler be tracked at all times in case 
of natural or un-natural disasters. 
XXXXXX has an opportunity to utilize 
location-based technology with the existing 
alert system already in place. 



Implementation

"   If the travelers check-in to their location upon arrival 
and subsequently different spots during their stay,  it 
will send a message to the security team and all 
traveler manifest will instantly be updated.

"   Should an unplanned event occur, XXXXXX can 
generate these manifest and update the company of 
their employees whereabouts in a more timely manner.

"   Using any of the four services listed would be a vital 
asset to XXXXXX.



Examples



YELP
"   The most recognized social review site. Many businesses use 

YELP reviews as part of their online marketing strategy. 
(Search Agency, 2010)

"   The social aspect of YELP allows users to interact based on 
likes and dislikes, reviews, and geographic area. Can 
automatically update Facebook with location status. (Search 
Agency, 2010)

"   Yelp lacks the ability to add venues, which prevents 
spamming but also prevents crowd-sourcing, which can be a 
big help with the opening and closing of new venues. As a 
review app, Yelp rules above all others. (Search Agency, 
2010)

"   YELP rewards users by being marked as elite, receive 
compliments, get marked for first reviews, fans, etc. (Search 
Agency, 2010)



FOURSQUARE

"   Well-recognized social check-in sites. Allows users to check-
in based on their GPS location (Search Agency, 2010)

"   Allows users to see other users’ picture, info including 
Twitter, Facebook, email, friends, check-ins, badges, and 
mayorships. The iPhone app allows for push notifications 
when friends check-in. (Search Agency, 2010)

"   Users get points for each check-in. Extra points are given for 
each successive daily stop and each time you add a venue 
(Search Agency, 2010)



LOOPT

"   Upon loading, LOOPT displays ‘BUZZ WORTHY” 
events and places of interest to the user. The buzz 
is determined by Zagat and CitySearch reviews. 

"   LOOPT MIX combines Facebook and Twitter 
functionality-free messaging between users, photo 
uploads, status updates, tags, search filters. 
(Search Agency, 2010)



GOWALLA

"   GOWALLA is similar to Foursquare in function and features 
but with an intuitive interface. (Search Agency, 2010)

"   Profiles include location, quote, stamps, pins, photos, friends 
list, check-ins, website, Twitter, trips, and bookmarked 
spots.(Search Agency, 2010)

"    Gowalla is travel themed with your “passport” being a place 
to collect “stamps”, or rewards for checkins, however, it is 
geo-limited to major cities. (Search Agency, 2010)



QR CODES

"   A QR code (abbreviation for Quick Response code) 
is a specific matrix barcode (or two-dimensional 
code) that is readable by dedicated QR barcode 
readers and camera ready telephones.

"   Currently free of any licensing constraints. The 
term QR code itself is a registered trademark of 
Denso Wave Incorporated. Denso Wave owns the 
patent rights on QR codes, but has chosen not to 
exercise them

(maclurecentre, 2009)	




QR CODES...

"   Common in Japan, now being frequently 
seen in the Netherlands and South Korea. 
The West (United States and Canada) have 
been slow to catch on.

(maclurecentre, 2009)	




QR CODES

"   QR CODES have been used as artwork, 
in  literature, in government, and now 
marketing.

(maclurecentre, 2009)	




QR CODES

"   As artwork, In 2007 the British pop group Pet Shop Boys used a QR 
code as the artwork of their download-only single Integral. 

"   In  literature, On 31 March 2011, Dutch poet Chielie published a 
collection of 12 poems, 'QRCode' (ISBN 978-90-8878-011-0), that fits 
1 sheet of A4 paper.

"   The Canadian Government embeds a QR code on the front page of 
their online PDF application form for passports. As the form is filled 
out, the code is updated. This presumably permits faster automatic 
scanning when the printed application form is processed. 

"   And now marketing-Louis Vuitton and Japanese designer Takashi 
Murakami teamed up to create colorful QR Code that is fun and 
outside the typical machine readable code. (Topolsky, 2009) 

	


�

(Takashi, 2009)	




Implementation
"   The itineraries currently used by XXXXX 

can be sent in PDF form, HTML, and Plain 
Text for Blackberry users. Often the 
information is not consolidated and easy to 
read. 

"   XXXXX can best utilize QR Codes by 
consolidating the flight, car, and hotel 
information into the coding and send that 
via email. Once received, the traveler can 
scan the code and the information 
translates into a simplified listing of all 
information. 



Implementation

"   The Smartphone and iPhone user will have 
all their travel information at their finger 
tips and save a tree in the process. 



SUCCESS STORIES

"   The Wall Street Journal and Foursquare    

•  The Wall Street Journal teamed up with 
Foursquare to help people explore and offer tips 
around New York City. You can unlock badges by 
exploring the five boroughs, discovering new 
lunch spots, and hanging out in the financial 
district. (WSJ, 2011)



SUCCESS STORIES

"   ScanLife teamed with a non-partisan activist 
group called Women of the Storm to aid the clean 
up efforts for the Gulf of Mexico. ScanLife created 
a QR code that, when scanned, directs users to a 
mobile site where they can watch the Be the One 
video and sign the petition. Plus, a giant version of 
the QR code was put on display on the Thomas 
Reuters billboard in Time Square to help outreach 
efforts. (Mashables, 2010)



In Conclusion

"   Location-based media and QR Codes will 
enhance the existing technology XXXXX 
already utilizes. Implementing these new 
forms of marketing media will solidify their 
reputation as a technology based travel 
management firm XXXXXwill gain more 
clients and streamline the services offered.


